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Get creative with lakeside complex

by Colin Taylor

Large Waikato site, initially
developed as a health spa,
has many potential uses

A large Waikato property of more
than 15ha, initially developed for a
luxury health spa and situated in an
idyllic position on the banks of Lake
Karapiro not far from Cambridge, is
in receivership and is being offered
for sale as having a wide range of
potential uses.
The original vision for the property was for it to be operated as a
prestigious Phoenician spa complex,
but this failed.
‘‘However, that spa concept saw
all the finishes to the buildings being
designed to a high standard, with the
property fully secured,’’ says Dan
Hopper of Barfoot and Thompson
Commercial, South Auckland, who is
marketing the property on State
Highway 1 at Karapiro for sale via
expressions of interest with
colleagues James Conquer and Glen
Hitchcock.
‘‘Unfortunately the financial market conditions post 2008 caught
everyone out,’’ Hopper says. ‘‘While
the construction of the property is
pretty much finished there is some
landscaping to be finished off before
it can be technically completed.
‘‘There is no income coming off
the property, which will be sold with
vacant possession. The leases
proposed for the property were
either never formally entered into or
are now defunct and the property has

never been actually used or occupied.
‘‘Receivers PricewaterhouseCoopers have made the correct call in
keeping the property in a pristine
state for any final occupiers. They
have also retained the services of an
on-site caretaker to keep the properties up to standard.’’
Conquer says the property could
have a range of uses including a retirement village, golf resort, church
retreat, educational or a sports training facility — especially in connection
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with rowing because of its strategic
position on the shoreline of Lake
Karapiro, where the Maadi Cup is being held this weekend. The event is
billed as New Zealand’s largest and
most colourful regatta with about
1900 pupils from 120 schools forming
almost 1400 competing crews.
‘‘We are actually being cautious
not to put any limitations on its
potential future uses in view of the
property’s indoor-outdoor plan, its
excellent access to lake, its location in
among picturesque farming and
horse-breeding country, and given

The whole
facility
looks
really
great.
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the capital intensive works that have
already been completed,’’ Conquer
says. ‘‘In addition to having tennis
courts, a lap pool and ideal communal facilities, the whole facility looks
really great and so we are marketing it
without any pre-determined ideas of
what it might be used for.’’
Hitchcock says the complex is
zoned Rural under the Waipa District
Plan but part of it is designated ‘‘Lake
Karapiro Landscape’’.

The property comprises two
blocks of land, both rear sites, with
access off SH1 via a 23m-wide driveway that is 275m long. ‘‘The two sites
are contiguous, with Site One comprising 4.412ha being closer to the
state highway and Site Two of
10.785ha at the rear,’’ Hitchcock says.
‘‘The western end of Site Two abuts
and has a frontage to Lake Karapiro.’’
Site One comprises a nearcomplete development of 45 accom-

There are 45
luxury villas
within the 15ha
Lake Karapiro
complex.

modation villas, each with a large
king-sized bedroom. They occupy
separate unit titles along with a central facilities complex with gymnasium, indoor pool and tennis
court.
‘‘All the villas are constructed to a
high-quality finish with concrete
floors and some featuring some Hinuera stone, some schist and others in
rendered plaster brick,’’ Hitchcock
says. All the joinery is aluminium and
the roof finishes are either profile
colour tiles or glazed clay tiles.
The internal fit-out of each unit
comprises a small kitchenette, a bedroom and bathroom with highquality carpets or timber floors and

tiles in wet areas. ‘‘All the buildings
give the complex an air of quality and
are air-conditioned with gas hot
water and under-floor heating to the
bathrooms,’’ Hitchcock says.
A large residential bungalow
comprises the improvements on Site
Two, with the balance being undeveloped land.
The contour of the land is described as ‘‘typical Waikato farmland
of varying contour’’ but in the main
has a gradual slope from the eastern
side until it falls away to the lake
frontage at the west.
Its location is given as being about
12km southeast of Cambridge and
35km southeast of Hamilton.

Reap big fruits of Augusta syndication offer in Hastings
by Colin Taylor

The latest Augusta Funds Management syndication offering comprises
the 13,300sq m EnzaFoods complex,
sitting on more than 7ha of industrialzoned freehold land in the commercial and industrial hub of Hastings.
Fund manager Augusta is
projecting an annual cash return of
10.5 per cent for investors who take
up the 220 proportionate interests in
the Enza freehold land and buildings
that are being offered for public sale
at $50,000 each.
The proportionate interests are
being sold through Bayleys with Mike
Houlker and David Gubb overseeing
the marketing project.
Including its cool-store facilities,
freezer units, packing houses and its
large yard areas, the property is
leased to Enza for 13 years and eight
months from January 2008, with a
further nine-year right of renewal —

taking the final potential expiry date
through to 2030.
The property generates a current
annual net rental of $1.59 million plus
GST with this being subject to increases linked to the consumer price
index.
EnzaFoods, formerly the New Zealand Apple and Pear Marketing
Board, is part of the NZX-listed
Turners & Growers group.
It promotes a broad range of fruit
and vegetable products, from juice
concentrates through to sliced, diced
and pureed pouch packs, used by the
catering, retail supermarket and
food-ingredient
manufacturing
sectors.
In the year to December, the company had a turnover of about $40
million and assets of $45 million.
The property is being sold by its
current owner, the McCombie Gieck
Family Trust No 2, to syndicator
Augusta which currently manages

about $260 million worth of investment property throughout New Zealand.
Mark Francis, Augusta’s managing
director, said the Enza building
would be purchased for $16.96
million and funded by 40 per cent
bank debt. The balance would come
from investor equity.
‘‘This reflects a conservative approach to gearing ratio,’’ Francis
says.
‘‘The vendor has agreed to fully
underwrite the offer if there is a
shortfall at its close, although we
don’t expect this to be the case.
‘‘The lease agreement in place has
been structured to provide investors
with annual uplifts in returns — so
that the projected 10.5 per cent return in year one is envisaged to ramp
up to a projected level of 11 per cent
by year three.’’
Houlker said a recent judgment by
the World Trade Organisation

The 13,300sq m
EnzaFoods
facility occupies
a number of
buildings in this
industrial area.
augured well for the future of Enza as
the property’s tenant.
‘‘In November last year, the WTO
ruled that Australia must remove its
ban on New Zealand apple exports,
so the future for New Zealand’s apple
markets instantly grew from 4 million
people to 24 million consumers,’’
Houlker says.

‘‘New Zealand trade analysts forecast that the lifting of the Australian
ban could increase apple exports by
$30 million over the next two to three
years — which is outstanding news for
producers such as Turners & Growers
— parent company of EnzaFoods.
‘‘Supporting that export growth
will be the infrastructure services de-

livered by the Enza plant in Hastings.’’
He said the Augusta proportionate
ownership scheme had been established in accordance with the Securities Act, with the property valued independently in February.
Applications for the Enza unit title
offering close on April 29 with all
subscriptions required to be made on
an official application form.
Gubb says the Hastings complex
offered for sale through the proportionate ownership scheme encompasses several separate buildings on
the site which are named after wellknown Hawke’s Bay fruit producers.
‘‘The Ken Kiddle store was converted from an existing warehousing
facility into a sub-zero coldstore facility in 2010 and comprises a
coldstore of 2947sq m with a canopy
of 1001sq m, an attached plant room
of 175sq m and a coolroom of 182sq
m,’’ Gubb says.

‘‘The building, with reinforced
concrete foundations, underwent extensive reconstruction in 2010 with
$4.2 million being spent on a number
of improvements including new
flooring and internal linings.
At that time, Enza announced the
expansion would underpin additional processing capacity in its
Hawke’s Bay hub.’’
Gubb says the Allan Scott Store is a
five-room facility consisting of
5204sq m of coolstore, a canopy of
2917sq m and an attached plant room
of 183sq m with additional cafeteria
and office space.
Bayleys has recently completed
the sell-down of a number of property syndications in New Zealand including Repco’s head office in Auckland, the Countdown supermarket in
Tauranga and Auckland, Coca Cola
Amatil’s distribution warehouse in
Palmerston North and Bunnings
hardware mega-centre in Whangarei.

